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The objective of this paper is to discover the effects of tourism industry 
agglomeration in the county. After a brief introduction of domestic and international 
theories and researches, the author tries to catch the substance of supply chain 
concentration, state the basic tenets on the specific properties of accumulated tourism 
and the importance of the county domain tourism centralization. Based on the above 
studies，the writer mainly discusses the effect factors that accelerate the county 
domain tourism centralization. The paper has proposed the tree principles of 
acceleration, which is comprised of governmental promotion, brand driving, and 
market pulling. He believes these are the three main drives to accumulation 
mechanism of tourism industry. 
Subject to the theoretical innovation, the research on general rules of tourism 
industry centralization is still little now. The author sees the urgent needs of 
theoretical guidance for accelerating tourism accumulation, and focuses on building 
systematic guidelines to suit the needs. This passage starts with several factors that 
affect county domain tourism centralization with serious consideration given to 
Porter’s competitive advantage theory. The paper accents: First, the external 
economical effects of a brand make it make it naturally accelerated tourism industry 
clustering. Brand building can raise the market competition ability of the tourist 
destination. Second, the inconsistency between the Pareto Optimal theory and the 
externalism makes it necessary for government involvement and intervention. The 
government ought to support the industry on location and positioning. We should 
strengthen the function of the government, formulate well-defined industrial policies, 
create a favorable investment environment and continue to reform systems and modes 
for managing the tourism resources effectively. Third, we should enhance propaganda, 
take different promotion methods to different tourist market. And we should 
strengthen the interactive functions among the internal elements, form an integrated 
marketing function in the origin area of tourists and increase the tourist market’s 
pulling power. 
The paper considers further, a case study of the newly flourishing tourism town- 















It is proved that these factors greatly influence the tourism cluster, such as strategy 
and competition, opportunity and government, and the supporting industries. The 
author believes, the development strategy of “triple-action” will vary from area to area 
depending on different conditions. They can be influenced each other and finally 
accelerate the tourism cluster. As for Yongan, market pull is the key; brand driving is 
the basis and the government promotion guarantees it. It provides a good example and 
operation mode for the development of the county domain tourism cluster. It would 
serve as a suggestion to the all-around development of regional touring cooperation, 
the county industry cluster and the county economy. 
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第一章  导  论 
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并留有诗句。永安旅游资源丰富，创建了十大品牌：2006 年永安市被 CCTV 评为
2006 年度中国十佳魅力城市；2001 年永安市被国家旅游局评为中国优秀旅游城
市；1994 年桃源洞—鳞隐石林景区被国务院评为第三批国家重点风景名胜区；















2006 年 8 月 16 日桃源洞被国家水利部评为国家级水利风景区；2003 年天宝岩被
评为国家级自然保护区； 2001 年安贞堡被命名为全国重点文物保护单位；2002
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